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ABSTRACT

Although the majority of software testing in industry is conducted at the system level,

most formal research has focused on the unit level. As a result, most system level

testing techniques are only described informally. This paper presents formal testing

criteria for system level testing that are based on formal speci�cations of the software.

Software testing can only be formalized and quanti�ed when a solid basis for test

generation can be de�ned. Formal speci�cations represent a signi�cant opportunity

for testing because they precisely describe what functions the software is supposed to

provide in a form that can be easily manipulated.

This paper presents general criteria for generating test inputs from state-based

speci�cations. The criteria include techniques for generating tests at several levels

of abstraction for speci�cations. These techniques provide coverage criteria that are

based on the speci�cations, and are made up of several parts, including test pre�xes

that contain inputs necessary to put the software into the appropriate state for the

test values. The test generation process includes several steps for transforming speci-

�cations to tests. Empirical results from a comparative case study application of these

criteria are presented.
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1 Introduction

There is an increasing need for e�ective testing of software for safety-critical applications, such

as avionics, medical, and other control systems. These software systems usually have clear high

level descriptions, sometimes in formal representations. Unfortunately, most system level testing

techniques are only described informally. This paper is part of a project that is attempting to

provide a solid foundation for generating tests from system level software speci�cations via new

coverage criteria. Formal coverage criteria o�er testers ways to decide what test inputs to use during

testing, making it more likely that the testers will �nd any faults in the software and providing

greater assurance that the software is of high quality and reliability. Such criteria also provide

stopping rules and repeatability. The eventual goal of this project is a general model for generating

test data from formal speci�cations; this paper presents results for generating test data from one

kind of formal speci�cations. Formal speci�cations represent a signi�cant opportunity for testing

because they precisely describe what functions the software is supposed to provide in a form that

can easily be manipulated by automated means.

This paper presents a model for developing test inputs from state-based speci�cations, and

formal criteria for test data selection. Techniques for developing test inputs that are derived

from SOFL speci�cations [LOHS+98] are presented elsewhere [OL99]. The test data generation

model includes techniques for generating tests at several levels of detail. These techniques provide

coverage criteria that are based on the speci�cations, and the test generation process details steps

for transforming functional speci�cations to tests.

A common source for tests is the program code. In code-based test generation, a testing criterion

is imposed on the software to produce test requirements. For example, if the criterion of branch

testing is used, the tests are required to cover each branch in the program. An abstract view of

part of a typical test process that might be used for code-based test generation is summarized by

the diagram in Figure 1 (A). The speci�cation S (which can be formal or informal) is used as a

basis for writing the program P , which is used to generate the tests T , according to some coverage

criterion such as branch or data ow. Execution of T on P creates the actual output, which must

be compared with the expected output. The expected output is produced with some knowledge of

the speci�cations. Thus, code-based generation uses the speci�cations to generate the code and

check the output of the tests.

This is in contrast to speci�cation-based testing, an abstract view of which is shown in Figure

1 (B). Here the speci�cations are used to produce test cases, as well as to produce the program.

In this scenario, the speci�cations are more likely to be formalized, so the arc from S to P is
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Figure 1: (A) Code-based Test Generation (B) Speci�cation-based Test Generation

labeled \re�ne", to indicate a re�nement process, which can be used to create code from formal

speci�cations. One signi�cance of producing tests from speci�cations is that the tests can be

created earlier in the development process, and be ready for execution before the program is

�nished. Additionally, the test engineer will often �nd inconsistencies and ambiguities in the

speci�cations when the tests are generated, allowing the speci�cations to be improved before the

program is written (hence the feedback arc from T back to S). The arcs from S to T and from S to

ExpectedOutput are labeled with a \?", because these are currently areas of active research. This

project is looking at ways to generate tests from speci�cations; others, such as Li et al. have been

developing techniques for creating expected output from speci�cations [LS96, HKL+95, LYZ94].

Speci�cation-based test data generation has several advantages, particularly when compared

to code-based generation. Requirements/speci�cations can be used as a basis for output checking,

signi�cantly reducing one of the major costs of testing. The process of generating tests from the

speci�cations will often help the test engineer discover problems with the speci�cations themselves;

if this step is done early, the problems can be eliminated early, saving time and resources. Gen-

erating tests during development also allows testing activities to be shifted to an earlier part of

the development process, allowing for more e�ective planning and utilization of resources. An-

other advantage is that the essential part of the test data can be independent of any particular

implementation of the speci�cations.

Software functional speci�cations have been incorporated into testing in several ways. They

have been used as a basis for test case generation, to check the output of software on test inputs

[LYZ94], and as a basis for formalizing test speci�cations (as opposed to functional speci�cations)

[SC93a, SC96, SC93b]. This paper is primarily concerned with the �rst use, that of generating

test cases from speci�cations, which is referred to as speci�cation-based testing. An immediate
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goal is to develop mechanical procedures to derive test cases from formal speci�cations; long term

goals include automated tool support to transform formal functional speci�cations into e�ective

test cases.

Speci�cation-based testing is currently immature, which means there is a scarcity of formal-

izable criteria and automated tool support. It is this problem that this research is attempting

to address. System level testing has the potential to bene�t from formal speci�cations, by using

the formal speci�cations as input to formalizable, automatable test generation processes. Another

advantage of speci�cation-based testing is that it can support the automation of testing result

analysis, by using speci�cations as test oracles.

The two approaches are sometimes used in combination. The most common approach in

industry is to generate tests based on the speci�cations, and then use code-based coverage analysis

to measure the quality of the tests. For example, the tests might be measured by how many

branches in the software are covered. No results have been published concerning how e�ective this

combination is. It is known, however, that it is di�cult to construct system and subsystem level

tests that cover detailed code-level requirements (such as branches). This is why code-based test

generation is often thought of as useful for unit testing, when individual functions or modules are

tested, and speci�cation-based test generation is often thought of as useful for system testing, when

entire working systems are tested. These are really orthogonal issues, however. Speci�cation-based

testing techniques can be and are used at the unit level. The key di�erence is in the questions that

the two approaches attempt to answer. Speci�cation-based testing addresses the question of \why

am I testing?", whereas code-based testing addresses the question of \how much software is being

covered during testing?".

This paper �rst presents new criteria for generating tests from state-based speci�cations. Ap-

plications of these criteria to three di�erent speci�cation languages are discussed, examples are pre-

sented using Software Cost Reduction speci�cations (SCR) [Hen80, AG93] and CoRE [FBWK92],

and empirical results from a case study are shown. This paper also includes a review of the small

but growing body of work on using formal speci�cations as a basis for producing test cases.

2 Speci�cation-based Testing Criteria

An important problem in software testing is deciding when to stop. Test cases are run on software

to �nd failures and gain some con�dence in the software. Unfortunately, the entire domain of the

software (which in most cases is e�ectively in�nite) cannot be exhaustively searched. Adequacy

criteria are therefore de�ned for testers to decide whether software has been adequately tested for

a speci�c testing criterion [FW88].
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Test requirements are speci�c things that must be satis�ed or covered, for example, reaching

statements are the requirements for statement coverage, killing mutants are the requirements for

mutation, and executing DU pairs are the requirements in data ow testing. A testing criterion is

a rule or collection of rules that impose requirements on a set of test cases. Test engineers measure

the extent to which a criterion is satis�ed in terms of coverage, which is the percent of requirements

that are satis�ed.

This paper introduces several criteria for system level testing. These criteria are expected

to be used both to guide the testers during system testing and to help the testers �nd rational,

mathematical-based points at which to stop testing. These criteria are de�ned on state-based

speci�cations. State-based speci�cations describe software in terms of state transitions. Typical

state-based speci�cations de�ne preconditions on transitions, which are values that speci�c variables

must have for the transition to be enabled, and triggering events, which are changes in variable

values that cause the transition to be taken. A trigger event \triggers" the change in state. For

example, SCR [Hen80, AG93] calls these WHEN conditions and triggering events. The values the

triggering events have before the transition are sometimes called before-values, and the values after

the transition are sometimes called after-values. The state immediately preceding the transition is

the pre-state, and the post-state is the state after the transition.

In these criteria, tests are generated as multi-part, multi-step, multi-level artifacts. The multi-

part aspect means that a test case is composed of several components: test case values, pre�x

values, verify values, exit commands, and expected outputs. Test case values directly satisfy the test

requirements, and the other components supply supporting values. The multi-step aspect means

that tests are generated in several steps from the functional speci�cations by a re�nement process.

The functional speci�cations are �rst re�ned into test speci�cations, which are then re�ned into

test scripts. The multi-level aspect means that tests are generated to test the software at several

levels of abstraction.

A test case value is the essential part of a test case, the values that come from the test

requirements. It may be a command, user inputs, or software function and values for its parameters.

In state-based software, test case values are usually derived directly from triggering events and

preconditions for transitions. A test case pre�x value includes all inputs necessary to reach the pre-

state and to give the triggering event variables their before-values. Any inputs that are necessary to

show the results are verify values, and exit commands depend on the system being tested. Expected

outputs are created from the after-values of the triggering events and any postconditions that are

associated with the transition.

There are four di�erent test criteria, each of which requires a di�erent amount of testing: (1)
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the transition coverage criterion, (2) the full predicate coverage criterion, (3) the transition-pair cov-

erage criterion, and (4) the complete sequence criterion. These are de�ned in the next four subsec-

tions. To apply these, a state-based requirement/speci�cation is viewed as a directed graph, called

the speci�cation graph. Each node represents a state (or mode) in the requirement/speci�cation,

and edges represent possible transitions among states.

It is possible to apply all criteria, or to choose a criterion based on a cost/bene�t tradeo�.

The �rst two are related; the transition coverage criterion requires many fewer test cases than the

full predicate coverage criterion, but if the full predicate coverage criterion is used, the tests will

also satisfy the transition coverage criterion (full predicate coverage subsumes transition coverage).

Thus only one of these two should be used. The latter two criteria are meant to be independent;

transition-pair coverage is intended to check the interfaces among states, and complete sequence

testing is intended to check the software by executing the software through complete execution

paths. As it happens, transition-pair coverage subsumes transition coverage, but they are designed

to test the software in very di�erent ways.

2.1 Transition Coverage Criterion

It is felt that at a minimum, a tester should test every precondition in the speci�cation at least

once. This philosophy is de�ned in terms of the speci�cation graph by requiring that each transition

is taken. In the criteria de�nitions, T is a set of test cases, and SG is a speci�cation graph.

Transition coverage: The test set T must satisfy every transi-

tion in the SG.

2.2 Full Predicate Coverage Criterion

One question during testing is whether the predicates in the speci�cations are formulated correctly.

Small inaccuracies in the speci�cation predicates can lead to major problems in the software. The

full predicate coverage criterion takes the philosophy that to test the software, testers should at

minimum provide inputs derived from each clause in each predicate. This criterion requires that

each clause in each predicate on each transition is tested independently, thus attempting to address

the question of whether each clause is necessary and is formulated correctly. Assuming the Boolean

operators are AND, OR, and NOT, Boolean expression, clause and predicate are de�ned as follows:

� A Boolean expression is an expression whose value can be either True or False.

� A clause is a Boolean expression that contains no Boolean operators. For example, relational

expressions and Boolean variables are clauses. (\Clause" is the term typically used in math
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texts, Do178B [SC-92] uses the term \conditions".)

� A predicate is a Boolean expression that is composed of clauses and zero or more Boolean

operators. A predicate without a Boolean operator is also a clause. If a clause appears more

than once in a predicate, each occurrence is a distinct clause.

Full predicate coverage is based on the philosophy that each clause should be tested indepen-

dently, that is, while not being inuenced by the other clauses. In other words, each clause in each

predicate on every transition must independently a�ect the value of the predicate. Although the

tests are intended to be executed on an implementation of the speci�cation, we say that a test

traverses a transition to indicate that, from a modeling perspective, the test causes the transition's

predicate to be true, and the implementation will change from the transition's pre-state to its

post-state.

Full predicate coverage: For each predicate P on each transition, T

must include tests that cause each clause c

in P to result in a pair of outcomes where

the value of P is directly correlated with

the value of c.

In this de�nition, \directly correlated" means that c controls the value of P , that is, one of two

situations occurs. Either c and P have the same value (c is true implies P is true and c is false

implies P is false), or c and P have opposite values (c is true implies P is false and c is false implies

P is true). This explicitly disallows cases such as c is true implies P is true and c is false implies

P is true.

Note that if full predicate coverage is achieved, transition coverage will also be achieved. To

satisfy the requirement that the test clause controls the value of the predicate, other clauses must

have speci�c values. If the predicate is (X^Y ) and the test clause is X , Y must be True. Likewise,

if the predicate is (X _ Y ), Y must be False.

2.2.1 Satisfying full predicate coverage

Although there are several ways to �nd values that satisfy full predicate coverage, the simplest way

is to use an expression parse tree. An expression parse tree is a binary tree that has binary and

unary operators for internal nodes, and variables and constants at leaf nodes. The relevant binary

operators are and (^) and or (_); the relevant unary operator is not. For example, the expression

parse tree for (A _B) ^ C is:
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A B

CC(A B)

Given a parse tree, full predicate coverage is satis�ed by walking the tree. First, a test clause

is chosen. Then the parse tree is walked from the test clause up to the root, then from the root

down to each clause. While walking up a tree if a given clause's parent is or, its sibling must have

the value of False. If its parent is and, its sibling must have the value of True. If a node is the

inverse operator not, the parent node is given the inverse value of the child node. This is repeated

for each node between the test clause and the root.

Once the root is reached, values are propagated down the unmarked subtrees using a simple

tree walk. If an and node has the value of True, then both children must have the value True; if

an and node has the value of False, then either child must have the value False (which one is

arbitrary). If an or node has the value of False, then both children must have the value False;

if an or node has the value of True, then either child must have the value True (which one is

arbitrary). If a node is the inverse operator not, the child node is given the inverse value of the

parent node.

Figure 2 illustrates the process for the expression above, showing both B and C as test clauses.

In the top sequence, B is the test clause (shown with a dashed box). In tree 2, its sibling, A, is

assigned the value False, and in tree 3, C is assigned the value True. In the bottom sequence, C

is the test clause. In tree 2, C's sibling is an or node, and is assigned the value True. In tree 3, A

is assigned the value True. Note that in tree 3, either A or B could be given the True value; the

choice is arbitrary.

These test cases sample from both valid and invalid transitions, with only one transition

being valid at a time. Invalid transitions are tested by violating the appropriate preconditions.

In addition, the test engineer may choose semantically meaningful combinations of conditions.

Testing with invalid inputs can help �nd faults in the implementation as well as the formulation of

the speci�cations.

As a concrete example, consider the formula whose parse tree was given above, (A _ B) ^ C.

The following partial truth table provides the values for the test clauses in bold face. To ensure the

requirement that the test clause must control the �nal result, the partial truth table must be �lled

out as follows (for the last two entries, either A or B could have been True, both were assigned the

value True):
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Figure 2: Constructing Test Case Requirements From an Expression Parse Tree

(A _ B) ^ C

1 T F T
2 F F T
3 F T T
4 F F T
5 T T T

6 T T F

2.2.2 Handling triggering events

As de�ned in Section 5.3, a triggering event is a change in a value for a variable, expression, or

expressions that causes the software to transition from one state to another. In SCR and CoRE,

triggering event variables have a di�erent format from other variables in transition predicates.

A triggering event actually speci�es two values, a before-value and an after-value. To fully test

predicates with triggering events, test engineers must distinguish between them by controlling

values for both before-values and after-values. This paper suggests implementing this by assuming

two versions of the triggering event variable, A and A0, where A represents the before-value of A

and A0 represents its after-value.

2.3 Transition-Pair Coverage Criterion

Many mistakes in software can arise because the engineers do not fully understand the complex

interactions among sequences of states in the speci�cations. The previous criteria test transitions

independently, but do not test sequences of state transitions, thus some faults may not be adequately

tested for. Typical faults that may occur are because an invalid sequence of transitions is allowed,

or a valid sequence is not allowed. To check for these kinds of faults, this criterion requires that

pairs of transitions be taken.
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Transition-pair coverage: For each pair of adjacent transitions Si : Sj

and Sj : Sk in SG, T must contain a test

that traverses the pair of transitions in

sequence.

Consider the following state:

S

1

2

i

ii

iii

p
1

p
2

p
i

p
ii

p
iii

To test the state S at the transition-pair criterion, six tests are required: (1) from 1 to i, (2) 2

to i, (3) 1 to ii, (4) 2 to ii, (5) 1 to iii, and (6) 2 to iii. These tests require inputs that satisfy the

following pairs of predicates: (P1:Pi), (P1:Pii), (P1:Piii), (P2:Pi), (P2:Pii), and (P2:Piii).

2.4 Complete Sequence Criterion

It seems very unlikely that any successful test method could be based on purely mechanical methods;

at some point the experience and knowledge of the test engineer must be used. Particularly at the

system level, e�ective testing probably requires detailed domain knowledge. A complete sequence

is a sequence of state transitions that form a complete practical use of the system. This use of

the term is similar to that of \use cases". In most realistic applications, the number of possible

sequences is too large to choose all complete sequences. In many cases, the number of complete

sequences is in�nite.

Complete sequence: T must contain tests that traverse \mean-

ingful sequences" of transitions on the

SG, where these sequences are chosen by

the test engineer based on experience, do-

main knowledge, and other human-based

knowledge.

Which sequences to choose is something that can only be determined by the test engineer with

the use of domain knowledge and experience. This is the least automatable level of testing.

2.5 Summary

This section has introduced four criteria to guide the testers during system level testing. While these

criteria are black-box in nature, and depend only on the speci�cations, not the implementation, they

are partly motivated by structural coverage test criteria. Transition coverage is similar to branch
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coverage. Full predicate coverage relies on de�nitions from DO178B [SC-92], and the de�nition

is similar to that of modi�ed condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) [CM94], which requires that

every decision and every condition within the decision has taken every outcome at least once, and

every condition has been shown to independently a�ect its decision. It should be emphasized,

however, that the notion of coverage is based on the speci�cations, and there is no guarantee of

code coverage. These criteria are designed to provide a range of test strengths, and it is hoped that

this will provide a practical range of cost/bene�t choices for testers.

3 Automatically Deriving Test Cases

This section describes a tool, SpecTest, which generates test cases according to the criteria de�ned

in Section 2. SpecTest is de�ned in terms of its process, and the processes for all four criteria are

presented together, as there is a fair amount of overlap. The process overview is shown in Figure

3, and the steps that SpecTest follows are described below. SpecTest currently works for SCR

speci�cations created by using the SCRTool developed at the Naval Research Laboratory [HKL97],

and the UML Rational Software Corporation's Rational Rose tool [Cor98].

Spec
Analyzer

Functional
Specifications Parser

Specification
Graph

Test
Requirements

Test
Specifications

Test
Scripts

Test Values
Gemerator

Script
Generator

Spec
AnalyzerSpec

AnalyzerSpec
Analyzer

User
Selection

Program

Figure 3: General Process for Generating Test Cases

1. Parse functional speci�cations. Transition conditions are predicates that de�ne under

what conditions each transition will be taken. With some speci�cation languages (e.g., SCR

and CoRE), the transition conditions are encoded directly into the speci�cations, otherwise

they have to be derived. SpecTest reads transition conditions directly from SCR tables

and from UML tables. For languages that do not directly encode transition conditions, the

transition conditions could be derived by hand or generated by a separate pre-processing tool.
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2. Develop speci�cation graph. The speci�cation graph can be directly derived from the

transition conditions, and edges annotated with the conditions derived in step 1.

At this point, the process separates for the four testing criteria. The user selects which

criterion to apply.

3. Develop transition coverage test requirements.

(a) Derive transition predicates. The conditions from step 1 are listed one at a time to

form test requirements.

4. Develop full predicate test requirements.

(a) Construct truth tables for all predicates in the speci�cation graph. If all

the logical connectors are the same (all ANDs or all ORs), it is a simple matter to

modify the values for the clauses in the predicates directly. If ANDs and ORs are mixed

freely, however, it is less error-prone to construct the expression tree. SpecTest creates

explicit parse trees. Some speci�cation languages di�erentiate between trigger events

and preconditions; in this case, the trigger events must be marked specially so that the

trigger event values appear after the precondition inputs.

5. Develop transition-pair test requirements.

(a) Identify all pairs of transitions. Transition-pair tests are ordered pairs of condition

values, each representing an input to the state and an output from the state. These

are formed by enumerating all the input transitions (M), all the output transitions (N),

then creating M �N pairs of transitions.

(b) Construct predicate pairs. These pairs of transitions are then replaced by the pred-

icates from the speci�cation graph.

6. Develop complete sequence test requirements.

(a) Identify complete lists of states. The complete sequence tests are created by the

tester. This is done by choosing sequences of states from the speci�cation graph to enter.

(b) Construct sequence of predicates. The sequences of states are transformed into

sequences of conditions that will cause those states to be entered.

At this point, test requirements for the four criteria will be in a uniform format: truth as-

signments for predicates. These truth assignments form the test requirements for the testing.
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7. Test Values Generator. For each unique test requirement, generate test speci�cations

that consist of pre�x values, test case values, verify conditions, exit conditions, and expected

outputs. Note that there may be a fair amount of overlap among the test requirements, thus

the \unique" restriction. Before test speci�cations are generated, duplicate test requirements

are removed. Generating the actual values involve solving some algebraic equations. For

example, if a condition is A > B, values for A and B must be chosen to give the predicate the

appropriate value. It is also at this point that some \invalid" tests might be discovered. For

example, it may be impossible or meaningless to pair all incoming and outgoing transitions

for each state. Such test speci�cations are discarded.

8. Construct test scripts. Each test speci�cation is used to construct one test script. The

actual scripts must reect the input syntax of the program. (Note that this is the only step

that requires any knowledge of the implementation, all preceding steps depend solely on the

functional speci�cations.)

The �nal step, generating complete sequence tests, cannot be fully automated. But an ap-

propriate interface could present the speci�cation graph, and allow the tester to choose sequences

of states by pointing and clicking on the screen. Each time a state is chosen, the transition from

the previous state could be automatically translated into values and saved as part of the test case.

This would allow the tester's job to become the purely intellectual exercise of choosing sequences

of states to be entered.

SpecTest currently has the restriction that it processes only one mode class for SCR speci-

�cation at a time, and one statechart class for UML speci�cations [OA99]. The tool is currently

being expanded to handle more than one mode class and state chart. It is also being expanded to

handle other UML diagrams, most currently including collaboration diagrams.

4 Case Study

An empirical study has been undertaken to demonstrate the feasibility of these criteria. The goal

was to demonstrate that the speci�cation-based criteria can be e�ectively used; it is hoped to

evaluate them more fully in the future. The methodology and empirical subjects are described

�rst, then the processes used to generate tests for each criterion are described in detail. Then

the implementation used, and the faults that were generated are described, and �nally results and

analysis are given.
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4.1 Methodology

Two measurements of the criteria have been carried out. Tests were created and then measured on

the basis of the structural coverage criterion of decision testing, and then the tests were measured in

terms of their fault-detection abilities. One moderate size program was used, representative faults

were seeded, and test cases were generated by hand.

Cruise control is a common example in the literature [Atl94, Jin96], and speci�cations are

readily available. The speci�cations used are given in Table 1. The speci�cations for a version

of the system (note that it does not model the throttle) has four states: OFF (the initial state),

INACTIVE, CRUISE, and OVERRIDE. The system's environmental conditions indicate whether

the automobile's ignition is on (Ignited), the engine is running (Running), the automobile is going

too fast to be controlled (Toofast), the brake pedal is being pressed (Brake), and whether the cruise

control level is set to Activate, Deactivate, or Resume.

Previous Mode Ignited Running Toofast Brake Activate Deactivate Resume New Mode

O� @T - - - - - - Inactive

Inactive @F - - - - - - O�

t t - f @T - - Cruise

Cruise @F - - - - - - O�

t @F - - - - - Inactive

t - @T - - - -

t t f @T - - - Override

t t f - - @T -

Override @F - - - - - - O�

t @F - - - - - Inactive

t t - f @T - - Cruise

t t - f - - @T

Table 1: SCR Speci�cations for the Cruise Control System

Each row in the table speci�es a conditioned event that activates a transition from the mode on

the left to the mode on the right. A table entry of @T or @F under a column header C represents

a triggering event @T(C) or @F(C). This means that the value of C must change for the transition

to be taken, that is, \@T(C)" means C must change from false to true, and \@F(C)" means C

must change from true to false. A table entry of t or f represents a WHEN condition. WHEN[C]

means the transition can only be taken if C is true, and WHEN[:C] means it can only be taken

if C is false. If the value of a condition C does not a�ect a conditioned event, the table entry is

marked with a hyphen \-" (don't care condition).

Table 2 shows the transitions of the speci�cation with the trigger events expanded in predicate

form, numbered P1 through P12. Figure 4 shows the speci�cation graph, with the edges labeled

with the predicate numbers.
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P1 OFF :Ignited ^ Ignited0 INACTIVE

P2 INACTIVE Ignited ^ :Ignited0 OFF

P3 INACTIVE :Activate ^ Ignited ^Running ^ :Brake ^Activate0 CRUISE

P4 CRUISE Ignited ^ :Ignited0 OFF

P5 CRUISE Running ^ Ignited ^ :Running0 INACTIVE

P6 CRUISE :Toofast ^ Ignited ^ Toofast0 INACTIVE

P7 CRUISE :Brake ^ Ignited ^Running ^ :Toofast ^Brake0 OVERRIDE

P8 CRUISE :Deactivate ^ Ignited ^Running ^ :Toofast ^Deactivate0 OVERRIDE

P9 OVERRIDE Ignited ^ :Ignited0 OFF

P10 OVERRIDE Running ^ Ignited ^ :Running0 INACTIVE

P11 OVERRIDE :Activate ^ Ignited ^Running ^ :Brake ^Activate0 CRUISE

P12 OVERRIDE :Resume ^ Ignited ^Running ^ :Brake ^Resume0 CRUISE

Table 2: Expanded Cruise Control Speci�cation Predicates

INACTIVE

OVERRIDE

CRUISEOFF

9P

1P

2P

4P

3P

10P

5 6P P

1211P P

7 8P P

Figure 4: Speci�cation Graph for Cruise Control
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4.2 Test Generation

This case study was also used to validate the test data generation process, so tests were generated

by hand. To avoid bias, tests were created independently from the faults, by di�erent people. The

tests were created manually before any execution. Each test case was executed against each buggy

version of Cruise. After each execution, failures (if any) were identi�ed. The number of faults

detected was recorded and used in the analysis. The rest of this subsection discusses in detail how

tests were generated. This serves both to elaborate on the empirical methodology, as well as to

illustrate the criteria de�ned previously. Because the transition coverage criterion is subsumed by

full predicate coverage, it is not described separately. Transition coverage test cases can be taken

from the \valid" speci�cations in full predicate, which are listed �rst for each transition.

4.2.1 Full predicate coverage criterion

There are nine transitions in the cruise control speci�cations, and twelve disjunctive predicates.

For convenience, the technique is applied by considering each predicate speci�cation separately.

As described in Section 2.2, both the before-values and after-values of the triggering event should

be separately tested. For SCR, this is handled by treating @ as an operator and expanding it

algebraically. If X represents a before-value and X' an after-value, the relevant expansions are:

� @T (X) � NOTX ^X 0

� @T (X ^ Y ) � :(X ^ Y ) ^ (X 0
^ Y 0) � (:X _ :Y ) ^X 0

^ Y 0

� @T (X _ Y ) � :(X _ Y ) ^ (X 0
_ Y 0) � :X ^ :Y ^ (X 0

_ Y 0)

There are 54 separate test case requirements for the full predicate coverage level (they are

listed in Appendix A). The third transition, P3, is used to illustrate the test case requirement

derivation. The variable values are taken from the predicates, and are shown as T, F, t, f, and

-. A T or F means the clause is triggering, and the table contains a before-value and after-value.

The values for the test case are the new value for the triggering clause (T or F), and the t and f

values from the WHEN conditions. The expected output for the test speci�cation is derived from

the triggering event, the post-state, and any terms or variables that are de�ned as a result of the

transition. P3 has four clauses:

@TActivate ^ Ignited ^Running ^ :Brake

and its expanded version is:

:Activate ^ Ignited ^Running ^ :Brake ^Activate0
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Its six test case requirements are:

Pre Post
State Activate Ignited Running Brake Activate0 State

1. INACTIVE F t t f T CRUISE
2. INACTIVE F f t f T INACTIVE
3. INACTIVE F t f f T INACTIVE
4. INACTIVE F t t t T INACTIVE
5. INACTIVE T t t f T INACTIVE
6. INACTIVE F t t f F INACTIVE

The �rst row is the predicate as it appears in the speci�cation; every clause is True. This corre-

sponds to a valid test input (and is also the transition coverage test case for this transition). The

subsequent rows make each clause False in turn, corresponding to invalid inputs. Because there

are no OR operators, the full predicate coverage criterion is satis�ed by holding all other clauses

True. The post-states are the expected values. Five of them represent invalid transitions, and it is

assumed that the software will remain in the same state.

Test speci�cations

The actual test speci�cations and test scripts are mechanically derived from the test require-

ments. The predicate P3 is chosen as an illustrative example. P3 has six full predicate level tests.

For the �rst test case for P3, the test case must reach the INACTIVE state; this forms the Prefix.

The Test case values set the before-value for the triggering event, and the WHEN condition

variables of Inactive, Running, and Brake, and then sets Activate to be True as the triggering

event. The Verify and Exit parts of the speci�cations are not shown, as they depend on the

software. The software can safely be assumed to automatically print the current state, and to not

require an exit.

1. Test speci�cation P3-1:

Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Test case value: Activate = False { Trigger before-value

Running = True { Condition variable
Brake = False { Condition variable
Activate = True { Triggering event

Expected outputs: CRUISE

2. Test speci�cation P3-2:
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Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Test case value: Activate = True { Trigger before-value

Running = True { Condition variable
Brake = False { Condition variable
Activate = True { Triggering event

Expected outputs: INACTIVE

3. Test speci�cation P3-3:

Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Test case value: Activate = False { Trigger before-value

Ignited = False { Condition variable
Running = True { Condition variable
Brake = False { Condition variable
Activate = True { Triggering event

Expected outputs: INACTIVE

4. Test speci�cation P3-4:

Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Test case value: Activate = False { Trigger before-value

Running = False { Condition variable
Brake = False { Condition variable
Activate = True { Triggering event

Expected outputs: INACTIVE

5. Test speci�cation P3-5:

Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Test case value: Activate = False { Trigger before-value

Running = True { Condition variable
Brake = True { Condition variable
Activate = True { Triggering event

Expected outputs: INACTIVE

6. Test speci�cation P3-6:

Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Test case value: Activate = False { Trigger before-value

Running = True { Condition variable
Brake = False { Condition variable
Activate = False { Triggering event

Expected outputs: INACTIVE
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There are several interesting points to note about these test speci�cations. First, it should be

clear that there is some redundancy; some of the condition variables do not need to be explicitly

set, as they will already have the appropriate values. Algorithms necessary to decide what values do

and do not need to be are found in our technical report [O�99]; these algorithms are implemented

in SpecTest.

Another interesting point is the derivation of the pre�x part of the test speci�cation. Reaching

the pre-state is essentially a reachability problem. Given a control ow graph of a program, it is an

undecidable problem to �nd a test case that reaches a particular statement. state-based systems

are �nite and deterministic, so this problem is solvable for speci�cation graphs derived from state-

based systems. An algorithm for doing this is also in our technical report [O�99], and pre�xes are

generated automatically by SpecTest.

Test scripts are simple rewrites of test speci�cations with modi�cations made for the input

requirements of the program being tested. The test script for the �rst test speci�cation above is:

Ignited = True

Activate = False

Running = True

Brake = False

Activate = True

4.2.2 Transition-pair coverage criterion

At the transition-pair level, each state is considered separately. Each input transition into the

state is matched with each transition out of the state, and the combination is used to create test

requirements, which are ordered pairs of predicates. The ordered pairs are turned into ordered

pairs of inputs to form test speci�cations.

Following are the test requirements for the four states.

OFF CRUISE

1. P2 : P1 1. P3 : P4
2. P4 : P1 2. P3 : (P5 OR P6)
3. P9 : P1 3. P3 : (P7 OR P8)

INACTIVE 4. (P11 OR P12) : P4
1. P1 : P2 5. (P11 OR P12) : (P5 OR P6)
2. P1 : P3 6. (P11 OR P12) : (P7 OR P8)
3. P10 : P2 OVERRIDE

4. P10 : P3 1. (P7 OR P8) : P9
5. (P5 OR P6) : P2 2. (P7 OR P8) : P10
6. (P5 OR P6) : P3 3. (P7 OR P8) : (P11 OR P12)
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These ordered pairs are transformed into predicates from Table 2. The \OR" entries result

from the transitions that have two conditions; either condition could be satis�ed to take that

transition. The complete set of resulting predicates are shown in Appendix B; they result in 36

additional test cases.

Test speci�cations

The actual test speci�cations and test scripts are mechanically derived from the above test

requirements, and are too numerous to list. The requirements for the OFF state are chosen as an

illustrative example. OFF has three transition-pair coverage level tests. For the �rst test case for

OFF, the test case must reach the INACTIVE state; this forms the Prefix. Then the test case

must pass through transitions P1 and P2.

1. Test speci�cation OFF-1:

Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Test case values: Ignited = False { P2 Triggering event

Ignited = True { P1 Triggering event
Expected outputs: INACTIVE

2. Test speci�cation OFF-2:

Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Ignited = True { P3 Condition variable
Running = True { P3 Condition variable
Brake = False { P3 Condition variable
Activate = True { Reach CRUISE state

Test case values: Ignited = False { P4 Triggering event
Ignited = True { P1 Triggering event

Expected outputs: INACTIVE

3. Test speci�cation OFF-3:

Pre�x: Ignited = True { Reach INACTIVE state
Ignited = True { P3 Condition variable
Running = True { P3 Condition variable
Brake = False { P3 Condition variable
Activate = True { Reach CRUISE state
Ignited = True { P7 Condition variable
Running = True { P7 Condition variable
Toofast = False { P7 Condition variable
Brake = True { Reach OVERRIDE state

Test case values: Ignited = False { P9 Triggering event
Ignited = True { P1 Triggering event

Expected outputs: INACTIVE
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4.2.3 Complete sequence criteria

At the complete sequence level, test engineers must use their experience and judgment to develop

sequences of states that should be tested. To do this well requires experience with testing, experience

with programming, and knowledge of the domain. These tests are omitted in this case study.

4.3 Implementation and Faults

A model of the cruise control problem was implemented in about 400 lines of C. Cruise has seven

functions, 184 blocks, and 174 decisions. The program accepts pairs of variable:values, where a

value can be 't', 'f', 'T', or 'F'. Upper case inputs signify a triggering event. For convenience, the

program was implemented so that the pre-state could be either set with a test case Prefix, or

explicitly by entering the name of a state.

Twenty-�ve faults were created by hand and each was inserted into a separate version of the

program. Most of these faults are based on mutation-style modi�cations, and most were in the

logic that implemented the state machine. Four were naturally occurring faults, made during initial

implementation.

4.4 Results and Analysis

As a way to measure the quality of these tests, block and decision coverage was computed using

the full predicate test cases. The coverage was measured using Atac [HL92]. Of the 174 decisions,

5 are infeasible, leaving 169. The results are shown in Figure 5. The 54 test cases covered 163

of the blocks (89%) and 155 of the decisions (95%). Of the 19 uncovered decisions, �ve were

infeasible, and eleven were related to input parameters that were not used during testing. That

is, these eleven decisions were not related to the functional speci�cations. The remaining three

decisions were left uncovered because the variables Activate, Deactivate, and Resume are only used

as triggering events in the speci�cations, not condition variables. Thus, there are statements in the

software that handle assignments to these variables as WHEN conditions that are never executed.

Although there have been very few published studies on the ability of speci�cation-based tests to

satisfy code-based coverage criteria, these results seem very promising.

The other measurement was for the fault-detection ability of the tests. Twelve test cases were

generated for the transition coverage criterion, and an additional forty-two for the full predicate

criterion (making 54 total). As a control comparison, 54 additional test cases were generated

randomly. Although 25 versions of Cruise were created, each one containing one fault, one was

such that the program goes into an in�nite loop on any input. Since this fault was so trivial, it was

discarded. Results from the three sets of test data are shown in Table 3.
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Blocks Decisions

Total Covered

184
163

89%

Total Feasible Covered

174 169 155

95%

Figure 5: Branch and Decision Coverage Results

Random Transition Full Predicate
number of test cases 54 12 54

faults found 15 15 20

faults missed 9 9 4

percent coverage 62.5% 62.5% 83.3%

Table 3: Faults Detected

Detailed analysis of the faults showed that three of the four faults that the full predicate tests

missed could not have been found with the methodology used. The implementation runs in one of

two modes. In one mode, the test engineer explicitly sets a pre-state by entering the state name.

In the other mode, the software always starts at the initial state, and a test case pre�x must be

included as part of the test case. The pre�x should include inputs to reach the pre-state. All of

the tests that were used in this study explicitly set the pre-state, and three of the four faults that

were missed could not be found if the pre-state is explicitly set. These faults were in statements

that were not executed if the pre�x was explicitly set. None of the three sets of tests found these

three faults. The other fault that the full predicate tests missed was not found by either of the

other two sets of inputs. Of the other �ve faults missed by the random and the transition tests,

two were the same, and the other three were di�erent. All of the naturally occurring faults were

found by all three sets of tests.

The goals of this empirical pilot study were twofold. The �rst goal was to see if the speci�cation-

based testing criteria could be practically applied. The second was to make a preliminary evaluation

of their merits by evaluating the branch coverage and fault coverage. Both goals were satis�ed;

the criteria were applied and worked well. They performed better than random generation of test

cases. However, there are several limitations to the interpretation of the results. First, Cruise is of

moderate size; longer and more complicated programs are needed. Second, the 25 faults inserted
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into Cruise were generated intuitively. More study should be carried out to reveal the types of

faults that can be detected by system testing.

5 Related Work

The current research literature reports on speci�c tools for speci�c formal speci�cation languages

[BGM91, BCFG86, GMH81, Jal92, OSW86, TVK90, WGS94], manual methods for deriving tests

from speci�cations [AA92, AO94, Ber91, DF93, Hay86], case studies on using speci�cations to check

the output of the software on speci�cations [DF91, Kem85, Lay92, SC93a], and formalizations of

test speci�cations [SC96, SC93b, BHO89, Cho86]. The term speci�cation-based testing is used in

the narrow sense of using speci�cations as a basis for deciding what tests to run on software. This

section reviews some of these techniques, dividing them into approaches that use model-based,

algebraic, and state-based speci�cations. It should be noted that this review is not complete; only

a sampling of the most relevant research can �t into this section.

5.1 Model-based Approaches

Model-based speci�cation languages, such as Z and VDM, attempt to derive formal speci�cations

of the software based on mathematical models. Spence and Meudec [SM] and Dick and Faivre

[DF93] suggested using speci�cations to produce predicates, and then using predicate satisfaction

techniques to generate test data. Given a set of predicates that reect preconditions, invariants,

and postconditions, test cases are generated to satisfy individual clauses. Their work was for

VDM speci�cations, and primarily focused on state-based speci�cations, using �nite state automata

representations. Dick and Faivre discussed straightforward translations of the speci�cations into

disjunctive normal form predicates, and presented solutions to the problem of predicate satisfaction

by using prolog theorem proving techniques. Their work does not include testing with invalid inputs,

speci�cally testing for faults, or comprehensive criteria for test selection and measurement.

Stocks and Carrington [SC93b, SC93a] and Amla, Ammann, and O�utt [AA92, AO94] pro-

posed using a form of domain partitioning to generate test cases. Given a description of an input

domain, the idea is to use speci�cations to partition the input domain into subsets. The Amla,

Ammann, and O�utt approach is based on a modi�cation to the category-partition method for test

generation [BHO89, OSW86]. Hierons [Hie97] presents algorithms that rewrite Z speci�cations into

a form that can be used to partition the input domain. From this, states of a �nite state automaton

are derived, which is then used to control the test process.

Hayes [Hay86] has suggested a dynamic scheme that uses run-time veri�cation of the program.

The idea is to add code to the program to check predicates from the speci�cations, such as type
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invariants, preconditions, and input-output pairs.

Chang and Richardson [CR96] presented techniques to derive test conditions from ADL speci-

�cation, a predicate logic-based language that is used to describe the relationships between inputs

and outputs of a program unit. The idea is to use test selection strategies to partition both input

and output domains.

5.2 Algebraic Approaches

Algebraic speci�cation languages describe software by making formal statements, called axioms,

about relationships among operations and the functions that operate on them. Gannon, McMullin

and Hamlet [GMH81] used a script derivation approach. They treated the axioms as a language

description and generated strings on that language to serve as test cases. Doong and Frankl [DF91]

used a similar approach to test object-oriented software.

Bernot [Ber91] proposed a similar scheme, with more formalization of the process and the

test cases. Boug�e et al. [BCFG86] suggested a logic programming approach to generating test

cases from algebraic speci�cations. Tsai, Volovik, and Keefe [TVK90] used a similar approach, but

started with relational algebra queries.

5.3 State-based Approaches

Speci�cation-mutation testing is de�ned with respect to a model checking speci�cation [ABM98,

AB99]. Mutation analysis of speci�cations yields mutants from which a model checker generates

counterexamples that can be used as test cases. A speci�cation for model checking has two parts.

One part is a state machine de�ned in terms of variables, initial values for the variables, and a

description of the conditions under which variables may change value. The other part is temporal

logic constraints on valid execution paths. Conceptually, a model checker visits all reachable states

and veri�es that the invariants and temporal logic constraints are satis�ed. Model checkers exploit

clever ways of avoiding brute force exploration of the state space.

Blackburn [BB96] used state-based functional speci�cations of the software, expressed in the

language T-Vec, to derive disjunctive normal form constraints, similarly to Dick and Faivre's

method. These constraints are then solved to generate test cases, using special-purpose heuris-

tic algorithms. There is a strong similarity to Blackburn's algorithms and the algorithms used

by O�utt's test data generator [DGK+88, DO91]; the key di�erence being that Blackburn's is

speci�cation-based, whereas O�utt's constraints are code-based.

Weyuker, Goradia, and Singh [WGS94] present a method to generate test data from boolean

logic speci�cations of software. They applied their techniques to the FAA's Tra�c Collision and
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Avoidance System (TCAS), and used a few mutation-style faults to measure the quality of the test

cases. Their method is very similar to the full predicate criterion we describe, but are restricted to

boolean variables.

5.4 Summary

Most of the current speci�cation-based testing techniques use manual methods that cannot be easily

generalized or automated. Goals of the current research include generalizing the currently known

techniques, de�ning measurable criteria, and developing automated tools.

6 Conclusions

This paper introduces a new technique for generating test data from formal software speci�cations.

Formal speci�cations represent a signi�cant opportunity for testing because they precisely describe

the functionality of the software in a form that can be easily manipulated by automated means.

This research addresses the problem of developing formalizable, measurable criteria for generating

test cases from speci�cations. Criteria tests from requirements/speci�cations and a derivation

process for generating the test cases were presented. Results from applying the criteria and process

to a small example were presented. This case study was evaluated using Atac to measure decision

coverage, and the technique was found to achieve a high level of coverage. It was also used to

successfully detect a large percentage of faults. These results indicate that this technique can

bene�t software developers who construct formal speci�cations during development.

One interesting result from the decision coverage is that only the functional speci�cations

related to the cruise control state machine itself were covered. While this was certainly the focus of

the study, several decisions having to do with the input were left out. For testing of real systems,

the input speci�cations must be considered as well, either by adapting the method presented here,

or by using another testing method.

The immediate goal of this research was to develop formal criteria for generating tests from

state-based speci�cations. Short term goals are to develop mechanical procedures and an automatic

test data generation tool. Longer term goals include applying these criteria to industrial software

and to expand SpecTest to handle other UML diagrams and other speci�cation languages. The

advantage of this automation is that it allows large systems to be tested.
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A Appendix: Full Predicate Test Requirements for Cruise

The test case requirements for the full predicate coverage level show the environmental variables as
I (Ignited) R (Running), T (Toofast), B (Brake), A (Activate), D (Deactivate), and S (Resume).
The variable values are taken from the predicates, and are shown as T, F, t, f, and -. A T or F
means the clause is triggering, and the table contains a before-and after-value. The values for the
test case are the new value for the triggering clause (T or F), and the t and f values from the WHEN
conditions. The expected output for the test speci�cation is derived from the triggering event, the
post-state, and any terms or variables that are de�ned as a result of the transition. There are 54
test cases for the 12 predicates.

Pre Variable Triggering Post

State Values Event State

I R T B A D S

P1 OFF F - - - - - - Ignited0 = True INACTIVE

OFF T - - - - - - Ignited0 = True OFF

OFF F - - - - - - Ignited0 = False OFF

P2 INACTIVE T - - - - - - Ignited0 = False OFF

INACTIVE F - - - - - - Ignited0 = False INACTIVE

INACTIVE T - - - - - - Ignited0 = True INACTIVE

P3 INACTIVE t t - f F - - Activate0 = True CRUISE

INACTIVE f t - f F - - Activate0 = True INACTIVE

INACTIVE t f - f F - - Activate0 = True INACTIVE

INACTIVE t t - t F - - Activate0 = True INACTIVE

INACTIVE t t - f T - - Activate0 = True INACTIVE

INACTIVE t t - f F - - Activate0 = False INACTIVE

P4 CRUISE T - - - - - - Ignited0 = False OFF

CRUISE F - - - - - - Ignited0 = False CRUISE

CRUISE T - - - - - - Ignited0 = True CRUISE

P5 CRUISE t T - - - - - Running0 = False INACTIVE

CRUISE f T - - - - - Running0 = False CRUISE

CRUISE t F - - - - - Running0 = False CRUISE

CRUISE t T - - - - - Running0 = True CRUISE

P6 CRUISE t - F - - - - Toofast0 = True INACTIVE

CRUISE f - F - - - - Toofast0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t - T - - - - Toofast0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t - F - - - - Toofast0 = False CRUISE

P7 CRUISE t t f F - - - Brake0 = True OVERRIDE

CRUISE f t f F - - - Brake0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t f f F - - - Brake0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t t t F - - - Brake0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t t f T - - - Brake0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t t f F - - - Brake0 = False CRUISE
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P8 CRUISE t t f - - F - Deactivate0 = True OVERRIDE

CRUISE f t f - - F - Deactivate0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t f f - - F - Deactivate0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t t t - - F - Deactivate0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t t f - - T - Deactivate0 = True CRUISE

CRUISE t t f - - F - Deactivate0 = False CRUISE

P9 OVERRIDE T - - - - - - Ignited0 = False OFF

OVERRIDE F - - - - - - Ignited0 = False OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE T - - - - - - Ignited0 = True OVERRIDE

P10 OVERRIDE t T - - - - - Running0 = False INACTIVE

OVERRIDE f T - - - - - Running0 = False OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t F - - - - - Running0 = False OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t T - - - - - Running0 = True OVERRIDE

P11 OVERRIDE t t - f F - - Activate0 = True CRUISE

OVERRIDE f t - f F - - Activate0 = True OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t f - f F - - Activate0 = True OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t t - t F - - Activate0 = True OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t t - f T - - Activate0 = True OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t t - f F - - Activate0 = False OVERRIDE

P12 OVERRIDE t t - f - - F Resume0 = True CRUISE

OVERRIDE f t - f - - F Resume0 = True OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t f - f - - F Resume0 = True OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t t - t - - F Resume0 = True OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t t - f - - T Resume0 = True OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t t - f - - F Resume0 = False OVERRIDE
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B Appendix: Transition-pair Test Requirements for Cruise

Rather than list before-values and after-values for the triggering events in this table, only the
after-values are shown; the before-values are assumed to be the inverse.

I R T B A D S

OFF: 1. INACTIVE F - - - - - - OFF

OFF T - - - - - - INACTIVE

2. CRUISE F - - - - - - OFF

OFF T - - - - - - INACTIVE

3. OVERRIDE F - - - - - - OFF

OFF T - - - - - - INACTIVE

INACTIVE: 1. OFF T - - - - - - INACTIVE

INACTIVE F - - - - - - OFF

2. OFF T - - - - - - INACTIVE

INACTIVE t t - f T - - CRUISE

3. OVERRIDE t F - - - - - INACTIVE

INACTIVE F - - - - - - OFF

4. OVERRIDE t F - - - - - INACTIVE

INACTIVE t t - f T - - CRUISE

5. CRUISE t F - - - - - INACTIVE

OR

CRUISE t - T - - - - INACTIVE

INACTIVE F - - - - - - OFF

6. CRUISE t F - - - - - INACTIVE

OR

CRUISE t - T - - - - INACTIVE

INACTIVE t t - f T - - CRUISE

CRUISE: 1. INACTIVE t t - f T - - CRUISE

CRUISE F - - - - - - OFF

2. INACTIVE t t - f T - - CRUISE

CRUISE t F - - - - - INACTIVE

OR

CRUISE t - T - - - - INACTIVE

3. INACTIVE t t - f T - - CRUISE

CRUISE t t f T - - - OVERRIDE

OR

CRUISE t t f - - T - OVERRIDE

4. OVERRIDE t t - f T - - CRUISE

OR

OVERRIDE t t - f - - T CRUISE

CRUISE F - - - - - - OFF

5. OVERRIDE t t - f T - - CRUISE

OR

OVERRIDE t t - f - - T CRUISE

CRUISE t F - - - - - INACTIVE

OR

CRUISE t - T - - - - INACTIVE
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6. OVERRIDE t t - f T - - CRUISE

OR

OVERRIDE t t - f - - T CRUISE

CRUISE t t f T - - - OVERRIDE

OR

CRUISE t t f - - T - OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE: 1. CRUISE t t f T - - - OVERRIDE

OR

CRUISE t t f - - T - OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE F - - - - - - OFF

2. CRUISE t t f T - - - OVERRIDE

OR

CRUISE t t f - - T - OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t F - - - - - INACTIVE

3. CRUISE t t f T - - - OVERRIDE

OR

CRUISE t t f - - T - OVERRIDE

OVERRIDE t t - f T - - CRUISE

OR

OVERRIDE t t - f - - T CRUISE
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